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Reasons to be Pretty
By Neil LaBute

CAST

Greg  Andrew White
Steph  Phylisha Mace
Carly  Sarah Bruce
Kent  Cameron Drayton

There will be a ten-minute intermission.

Original Broadway production produced by
Jeffrey Richards  Jerry Frankel MCC Theatre
Gary Goddard Entertainment Ted Snowdon
Doug Nevin/Erica Lynn Schwartz Ronald Frankel/Bat-Barry-Productions
Kathleen Seidel Kelpie Arts, LLC Jam Theatricals
Rachel Helson/Heather Provost

World Premiere at MCC Theater on June 2, 2008,
Robert LuPonte & Bernard Telsey, Artistic Directors;
William Cantler, Associate Artistic Director; Blake West, Executive Director

"Reasons to be Pretty" is presented by special arrangement with Dramatists Play Service, Inc., New York

The videotaping or other video or audio recording of this production is strictly prohibited.

In compliance with Winthrop University policy, we ask smokers to use the designated area across the driveway from the front of Johnson Hall.